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Abstract 
This paper categorizes SR manipulator singularities and ge
ometries based on genericity. A novel recursive application 
of screw theory is used to generate singular configurations 
and provide a geometric interpretation of non-genericity. 
A generic manipulator classification scheme based on ho
motopy class is introduced. Non-generic geometries are 
interpreted as bifurcations of generic geometries with re
spect to kinematic parameter values. Some conjectures on 
the classes of manipulators which can change pose without 
passing through a singularity are also given. 

1. Introduction 
This paper investigates the singularities of 3R regional 
manipulators. A aetailed knowledge of the number, 
geometry, and location of kinematic singularities is 
important for rnany problems in manipulator design, 
analysis, trajectory planning, and control. Manipula
tor singularities have been previously studied by many 
researchers, including [1,2,3,4]. Pai [5] has introduced 
the notion of generic manipulator singularities, which 
will be used in this work. 
This paper introduces a novel recursive application of 
screw theory to develop the equations of singular con
figurations. The geometric insight of this approach 
guides the enumeration of non-generic geometries. A 
classification scheme for generic manipulator geome
tries, based on homotopy class, is also presented. Non
generic manipulator geometries divide the space of all 
possible geometries mto disjoint sets of homotopicly 
similar generic geometries. Thus they serve as a clas
sification scheme for all 3R geometries. Preliminary 
conjectures on the ability of manipulators which can 
or can not change pose without passing through a sin
gular configurat10n are presented. Because of space 
limitations, interested readers should consult [6] for 
more complete details. 

2. The Equations Describing 3R Manipulator Sin
gular Configurations 
The determinant of an arbitrary geometry 3R manip
ulator Jacobian is 

where: 

<let( J ( B)) = g(B) 

= aa [Vi(Ba) cosB2 + V2(Ba) sinB2 +Va( Ba)] 

=a [x~(pa - Pl)+ 2p2(xa)x2 +Pa+ Pl] 
a (1 + x~)(l + x~)2 

Vi (Ba)= mic2Ba + m4sBacBa + m5cBa + m1sBa 

Vi(Ba) = m2c2Ba + mas2Ba + m5sBacBa + mscBa 
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+ mgsBa 

Va( Ba)= miocBasBa + mucBa + m12s83 

p1(xa) = (m1 - m5)xj + 2(m1 - m4)d - 2m1x~ 

+ 2(m1 + m4)xa +mi+ m5 

P2(xa) = (m2 - ms)xj + 2(mg - m5)x~ + 2(2ma 

- m2)d + 2(mg + m5)xa + m2 +ms 

Pa(xa) =-mu xi+ 2(m12 - mio)x~ 

+ 2(m12 + m10)xa +mu 

and: 

(2) 

ma= a2aasa1ca2 m4 = a1aaca1ca2sa2 - a2aasa1 

m5 = -aad2sa1ca2sa2 

m5 = a2d2sa1sa2 - a1daca1s2a2 

m1 = -a~sa1 ms= d2dasa1s
2

a2 + a1a2ca1sa2 

mg= -a2dasa1sa2 mio = -a1aasa1s
2
a2 

mu= -a1dasa1ca2sa2 mi2 = -a1a2sa1 
(3) 

where sB2 = sinB2, cB2 = cosB2, sa1 = sina1, etc. x2 = 
tan(B2/2); xa = tan(Ba/2). Singular configurations are 
the zero set of (1). The trivial case, aa = 0, in which 
the manipulator is always singular, will be neglected. 
Thus singular configuration arise if either: 

x~(Pa - P2) + 2p2(xa) x2 +Pl+ Pa= 0 (4) 

or if (1) has "zeros at infinity:" 

pa(xa) - p1(xa) = 0, 

m5 - mu - mi = 0, 

and 82 = ±7r 

and Ba= ±7r 

(5.a) 

(5.b) 

These singularities will be termed "singularities at in
finity," and are considered in §5.3. 

Definition: Let C denote the configuration space, which 
in this case is a 3-torus, Ta. 

Definition: Let g = {(81,82,Ba)I det(J(B)) := o} ~e 
termed the critical point set of the forward kmematic 
function, f(B). A connected and continuous subset of 
g is termed a critical point surface, or CPS. 

Definition: Let K be the set of Denavit-Hartenberg 
kinematic parameters. A 3R manipulator has only 6 



independent parameters. Since a3 is assumed non-zero, 
we choose a3 = 1 and rescale the remaining 6 indepen
dent parameters: a1, a2, d2, d3, a1, and a2. 

g has co-dimension 1. Thus, the CPS form 2-dimen
sional surfaces which divide C into two (or more) dis
joint regions. For example, Figure 1 depicts 9 for a 
3R manipulator with kinematic parameters: a 1 = 60°, 
a2 = -90°, ai = 1.3, a2 = 1.0, a3 = 1.6, d2 = 0.4, 
d3 = -0.2. 

83 

critical point 

surface 

Figure 1: Loci of 3R Manipulator Singularities in C 

While g typically consists of two disjoint surfaces, 9 
can consist of up to 8 CPS. For example, more addi
tional CPS occur when: 

(6) 

In this case, all values of (h are zeros of ( 1), and con
dition (6) leads to extra 2-dimensional CPS. 

Definition: The singularities which arise when (6) is 
satisfied are termed extra branch singularities. 

Figure 2 shows the CPS for a 3R manipulator (a1 = 
60.0°. 02 = -45.0°, a1 = 0.0, a2 = 1.1, a3 = 1.0, d2 = 
0.3, d:, = 0.3) which has two extra branch singularities 
satisfying ( 6). 

extra branch 

Figure 2: Extra Branch Singularities 

3. Singularities: A Recursive Screw Approach 

This section presents an alternate method for deriving 
the equations governing singularities. 
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Theorem [1,4,5]: Revolute-jointed regional manipula
tor sine;ularities are characterized by a zero pitch screw 
which 1s reciprocal to all joint axis screws. This recip
rocal screw axis intersects the end-effector and each 
joint axis (possibly at infinity). 

This geometric relationship can be used to synthesize 
all possible singular configurations as follows. 

1. Start with all potential reciprocal screw axes pass-
ing through the end-effector. 

2. Constrain this set of axes to intersect joint axis 3. 

3. Constrain these axes to intersect joint axis 2. 

4. Constrain these axes to intersect joint axis 1. 

Let (kP,k P) denote the Plucker coordinates of possible 
reciprocal screw axes. k indicates that the Plucker 
coordinates are determined with respect to :Fk, the kth 
link frame. Let :Fee be a frame parallel to :F3 with 
origin coincident with the end-effector. eep = O, since 
all reciprocal screws must intersect the end-effector. 
Let eep = [ee P1,ee P2,ee P3]T, where the { ee Pj} are as 
yet unknown direction cosines which must additionally 
satisfy ee Pf + ee P:j + ee P§ = 1. 

Let (eeQ3, ee Q3) = ([O, o, l]T' [o, a3, o]T) be the Pluck
er coordinates (in :Fee) of joint axis 3. Each possible 
reciprocal screw axis will intersect joint axis 3 if: 

which results in ee P2 = 0. To intersect both axes 3 and 
2, an additional constraint is required: 

where (eeQ2,ee Q2 ) are the Plucker vector coordinates 
of joint axis 2, as expressed in :Fee: 

(9) 

Applying (8) and the norm constraint on eep: 

eep bi 1 - . 
-~, 

(10) 

where bi = ~a2+a3c83)sa2 and b2 = d3sa2c83+a2ca2s83. 
Note that I epl = 1 is not absolutely required, and an 
unnormalized eep, eep• can be defined: 

ee P{ = b1; (11) 

Definition: Let the line which intersects axes 2, 3, 
and the end-effector be termed the Potential Reciprocal 
Screw axis (PRS axis). The coordinates of this line are 
a function of 83 and the geometry of links 2 and 3. For 
given 83 , there is a unique PRS axis, except for three 
degenerate cases (see §5). 

To continue, transform the Plucker coordinates of the 



PRS axis from :Fee to :F2: 

2p = [~~~] = [eep1 ca2 :~:~3eep3sa2] 
2 p

3 
ee P1sa2s(}s + ee P3ca2 

(12) 

2p= 

[ 

- ee P1 d3s93 + ee P3a3s93 l 
ee P1 ( d3ca2c93 - a2s93sa5) - ee P3( a2 + a3c93)ca2 

(13) 
The P RS axis intersect axis 2 at a distance, 12, from 
the origin of :F2. Thus, 2P must have the form: 

(14) 

From (13) and (14), 12 = -a2 tan93/ sina2. 

In a singular configuration, the PRS axis must also 
intersect axis 1, whose Pliicker are (2Q1,2 Q1): 

[ 

d2sa1c92 + a1ca1s92 l 2Q1 = -d2sa1s92 + a1ca1cll2 . 
-a1sa1 

(15) 
For axis 1 and the PRS axis to intersect: 

(16) 

(16) can be expressed as a quadratic in tan(~): 

where: B1 = (12 + d2)sa1 2 P1 + 2 P2(a1ca1); B2 = 
2 P1(a1ca1) - 2 P2(l2 + d2)sa1; and B3 = - 2 P3(a1sai). 

It can be verified that: 

or if we use eep• in place of eep while deriving equa
tions (12), (13), and (16), then: Bi = Vi (93); B2 = 
V2(fi3); B3 = V3(fi3). Consequently, the zero set of (17) 
is the same as the zero set of (1). Therefore: 

Remark: this geometric approach to generating 
singularities yields the same results as §2 without 
an explicit construction of the Jacobian and its deter
minant. In addition, the screw axis of the singular 
direction is determined with no additional cost. 

This methodology can be recursively extended to re
dundant regional manipulators. Analogous methods 
have also been developed for spatial manipulators [7]. 
This approach has the following useful interpretation. 

Geometric Interpretation. Given 93, (7) and (8) de
termine the Pliicker vector coordinates of a unique 
(except 3 degenerate cases) PRS axis that intersects 
the end-effector and axes 2, 3. To intersect axis 1, 
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thereby creating a singular configuration, axis 2 is ro
tc,ted until the PRS axis intersects axis 1. The rotation 
of the PRS axis about axis 2 results in a double cone 
(with apex located at 12 in :F2) termed the Potential 
Reciprocal Screw Cone, or PRS cone. Axis 1 will nomi
nally have zero, one, or two intersections with the PRS 
cone. An infinite number of intersections can occur if 
axis 1 intersects the cone apex or if the cone has spe
cial degenerate forms (see §5). Tangent intersection, 
degenerate PRS cones, and an infinite number of in
tersections are non-generic conditions. 

4. Generic and Non-Generic 3R Manipulators 

Pai (5] has introduced the concept of generic kinematic 
singularities. Pai has also investigated 3-jointed ma
nipulator singularities though he did not attempt a 
complete classification. Only the necessary results from 
[5] are repeated here. A 3R manipulator will be non
generic if either one of the following two conditions 
hold. 

Non-Genericity Condition 1 (NGl): The Jacobian 
matrix has rank 1 for some singular configuration. 

Non-Genericity Condition 2 (NG2): The follow
ing conditions are satisfied at critical points, Be: 

a[det(J(Bc))] = 
0 aei 

for i = 2, 3. (18) 

where det(J(Bc)) = 0. A singular configuration satisfy
ing NGl or NG2 will be termed a non-generic singular 
configuration. We start with condition NG2, as it can 
be shown (6] that NGl is a subset of NG2. 

5. Non-Generic Rank 2 Singularities 

Applying (18) to (1), a non-generic manipulator with 
rank 2 singularities must have a solution to the follow
ing three equations: 

Vi(fi3)cosfi2 + V2(fi3)sinfi2 + V3(fi3) = 0 

-Vi(fi3)sinfi2 + \/2(fi3)cosfi3 = 0 

v;(fi3)cosfi2 + v;(fi3)sinfi2 + V~(fi3) = O 

where v; (fi3) = 8V(fi3)/8fi3: 

I 2 2 
V1 (fi3) = -2m1cfi3sfi3 + m4(c fi3 - s fi3) 

- m5s83 + m7c83 
I 2 2 

V2 (83) = 2(m3 - m2)s83c83 + m5(c fi3 - s fi3) 

- mssB3 + m9cfi3 

V~(fi3) = m1o(c2B3 - s283) - m11sB3 + m12cB3 

(19) 

(20) 

These three equations have a simultaneous solution un
der the following conditions [5]: 

Solution #1: 

(21.a) 



I 2 I 2 I 2 
(V1 (83)) + (V2(83)) - (V3(83)) 2: O 

Solution #2: 
V3(83)#0 

vi2(83) + vl(83) - V](83) = 0 

(21.b) 

(22.a) 

(22.b) 

Vi(83)V; (83) + Vi(83)V; (83) - V3(83)V~(83) = 0 
(22.c) 

5.1. An Interpretation of Solution #1 

Solution #1 implies that the PRS cone degenerately 
intersects axis 1 for all 82 values, thus leading to extra 
branch singularities, ( 6). The four possible degenerate 
intersections and their associated geometries are out
lined below. It can also be shown that manipulators 
which satisfy (21.a) will also satisfy (21.b). 

Solution #1.1: Joint axis 1 intersects the PRS cone 
apex. This occurs when (a 1 = o) and the PRS axis 
intersects the concurrent point of axes 1 and 2. This 
occurs when: 

Figure 2 is an example of this case. 

Solution #1.2: When 83 = ±7r /2, the PRS cone is a 
cylinder. If axes 1 and 2 are parallel, all generators of 
the PRS cylinder intersect axis 1 at infimty. 

Solution #1.3: The PRS axis intersects axis 2 orthog
onally-the PRS cone is a plane. If axis 1 lies in this 
plane, the PRS cone intersects axis 1 for all 82 . The 
necessary conditions are: a1 = ±7r /2 and d2 = 0. One 
of the following conditions must also hold: 

• a2 = ±7r/2. Extra branches occur at 83 = 0, ±7r. 

• d3 = 0. Extra branches occur at 83 = 0, ±7r. 

• a§ = a~+ d§ tan2 
a2. There is only a single extra 

branch: which occurs at: 

" 2( d3 tan a2 -a2) 
u3 = atan , -- . 

a3 a3 
(24) 

Solution #1.4: For some geometries the PRS axis 1s 
not unique. An infinite number of PRS axes intersect 
axes 2, 3, and the end-effector. One of these axes al
ways intersects axis 1. This condition occurs when: 

• The last two axes are parallel. When 83 = 0, ±7r, 
axes 2, 3, and the end-effector lie in a plane. There 
are an infinite number of PRS axes in this plane. 

• The last two axes intersect. When 83 = ±7r/2, the 
last two axes and end-effector lie in a plane, leading 
to an infinite number of PRS axes. 

• The end-effector intersects joint axis 2. The nec
essary kinematic condition is a§ = a~ + d§ tan2 a 2 . 

There is only one extra branch singularity, occur
ring when 83 is given by (24). There can be two ex
tra branches for the conditions: a2 = ±7r /2, d3 = 0, 
and a3 2: a2. The extra branches occurs when 

83 = ± (7r/2 + cos- 1(a2/a3)). (25) 
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Table 1 summarizes the rank 2 non-generic geome
tries satisfying Solution #1. 

Table 1. Rank 2, Solution #1, Geometries 
Geometric Branch Number 
Constraint Locations Branches 

al= 0 (23) 2 
0'1 = 0 83 = ±7r/2 2 

0'1 = ±7r /2, d2 = 0, 83 = 0, ±7r 2 
0'2 = ±7r/2 
0'1 = ±7r/2, 83 = o, ±7r 2 

d2 = 0, d3 = 0 
a~= a~+ d~ tan~ 0'2 (24) 1 

0'2 = 0 83 = o, ±7r 2 
a2 = 0 83 = ±7r/2 2 

0'2 = ±7r/2, (25) 2 
d3 = 0, a3 2: a2 

5.2. An Interpretation of Solution #2 

In [6] it is shown that (22.a) simply implies that al i= 0, 
a 1 i= O, and that the PRS cone does not assume a pla
nar degenerate form. [6] also shows that (22.b) implies 
that axis 1 intersects the PRS cone tangentially, and 
(22.c) is a double root condition. Unfortunately, the 
Solution #2 geometries are not as easily characterized 
as the Solution #1 geometries. Assume that (22.a) 
is satisfied. Let q(83 ) denote the expansion of (22.b). 
(22.b) can be put in the form: 

s 
q(x3) = L qjx~/(l + x§) 4 = µ(x3)/(l + x§) 4 = 0. (26) 

j=D 

The {qi} are strictly functions of kinematic parame
ters, and their form can be found in [6]. (22.c) is the 
derivative of (22.b) and can be expressed as: 

s 
I "'"''j 24 I 24 

q (x3) = ~ qjx3/(1 + x3) = µ (x3)/(I + x3) (27) 
j=D 

where the { q~} can similarly be found in [6]. (26) and 
(27) will vanish simultaneously if: 

qs = q~ = O; and 83 = ±7r (28) 

or if µ(x3), µ
1 

(x3) have have a common root, which is 
signified by a zero resultant. Unfortunately, repeated 
attempts at finding a symbolic form for the resultant 
have failed, though numerical procedures can be used 
for verification. 

The kinematic parameter constraints which lead to 
(28) follow from (3) and (26): 

qs =(ms - m2)2 + (m1 - m6)2 - mi1 = 0 (29) 

q~ = 2[(mg - m5)(ms - m2) + (m7 - m4)(m1 - m6) 

+ mu(m10 - m12)] = 0 

Define the pseudo-variables and pseudo-constants: x = 
(ms - m2), y = (m1 - m6), z = mu, a = (mg - m5), 



b = (m7 - m4), c = (m10 - m12). Equations (29) are of 
the form: 

x2 + y2 - z2 = O; ax+ by+ cz = 0 (30) 

which are respectively the equations for a cone and a 
plane. x = y = z = 0 is always a solution to (30). 
It can be shown that all geometries satisfying these 
conditions have already been enumerated. Additional 
solutions to (30) can also exist depending upon the 
values of a, b, and c. If a 2 + b2 - c2 = O, the plane is 
tangent to the cone, and the intersection consists of a 
line (a continuum of kinematic parameter values). If 
a 2 + b2 - c2 > o, the plane intersect the cone in two 
lines. 

Solution #2 geometries do not have a simple "extra 
branch" CPS, as seen in Figure 3. 

Non-Generic 
11----1~:Q~~~d-critical 

Point 

Figure 3: Example of Solution #2 CPS 

5.3. The singularities at infinity 

Singularities at infinity occur when: 

p3(x3) - P1(x3) = O; and fh = ±7r 

m5 - mu - m1 = O; and 83 = ±7r 

(5.a) 

(5.b) 

It can be shown [3R] that (5.a) leads to only one ad
ditional geometry previously not found: 

sin( a2 - a1) = 0. (31) 

Similarly, (5.b) leads to one additional non-generic ge
ometry: 

(32) 

with extra branches at 83 = ±7r. 

6. Rank 1 Singularities 

[6] shows that all 3R manipulators with rank 1 singu
larities are a subset of the rank 2 non-generic manipu
lators. The rank 1 geometries are listed in [6]. 
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7. The Generic Critical Point Homotopy Classes 

A means to categorize generic geometries is desired. 
A scheme based on the number and homotopy class of 
the generic CPS is proposed. Two maps, fa: X --+ Y 
and Ji: X --+ Y are homotopic if there exists a smooth 
map, F(x,t):X x I-+ y such that F(x,O) = f 0 (x) and 
F(x, 1) = fi(x). All maps of a given class which are 
homotopic befong to the same homotopy class. Since 
(1) is independent of 81 , the interesting features of<} 
Ciill be studied by projection onto the 82-83 subspace, 
which will be denoted as C2 . For generic manipulators, 
the projected CPS are l-dimens10nal manifolds that 
can be characterized by their fundamental group. 

Definition: Let 0, denote the set of all closed loops in 
C2. All homo topic loops in C2 form a path component 
in the loop space. The fundamental group of C2 is 
the group of loop equivalence classes: 7r1(C2) = 0/,...., 
(loop homotopies). 

For C2, 7r1(C2) = Z x Z, where Z is the set of inte
gers. Thus, generic CPS can be labeled by a pair of 
mtegers, (/2, ls), which characterize how many times a 
CPS "wraps around" a generator of C2 . Thus, generic 
manipulator geometries can be classified by the num
ber and homotopy class of their CPS. Examples are 
given in [6]. 

8. Non-Generic Singularities as Bifurcations 

NG2 can also be interpreted as a bifurcation condition 
on <}. The classical one-dimensional bifurcations ( tran
scritical, pitchfork, and saddle) can be used to catego
rize the geometry of non-generic CPS in C2. g(82, 83) 
can be interpreted as a quartic in x 3 with coefficients 
which are a function of the "parameter" 82. (18) im
plies that: ( 1) the roots of the g( 82 , 83 ) = 0 bifurcate 
at non-generic singular configurations; (2) g(82 , 83 ) = 0 
has non-unique tangents, or intersecting CPS, at a 
non-generic singularity (Figure 2,3). 

Alternatively, g(82 , 83 , K) = det(J(B, K)) can be consid
ered to be a function of two state variables, 82 and 83, 
and six kinematic parameters. In this interpretation, 
the non-generic singularities are bifurcations of<} with 
respect to variations in K. 

Remark: The set of non-generic manipulators is 
codimension 1 in K, and thus divides K into dis
joint regions. In each region, all generic geometries 
have the same homotopy class. Thus, the enumer
ation of non-generic geometries can serve as a clas
sification scheme for all 3R manipulators. 

As kinematic parameters are perturbed, one generic 
geometry homotopy class bifurcates into another ho
motopy class by passing through a non-generic (or un
stable) geometry. 

9. Discussion and Applications 

This paper enumerated all non-generic 3R manipula
tors and introduced a classification scheme for generic 
manipulators. The enumeration was guided by a novel 
construction of the singularity set. Further, non-generic 
manipulators were interpreted as bifurcations of the 
generic geometry classes. Non-generic manipulators 
divide tlie space of all 3R manipulators into disjoint 



sets, and thus serve as the basis for a 3R manipulator 
classification scheme. 

We briefly mention how these results might be applied 
in the future. Smith (8] has investigated the condi
tions under which the 3R manipulator 4th order inverse 
kinematic solution degenerates for all end-effector lo
cations. Smith termed such robots "degenerate" or 
"solvable." It is noted that: 

Remark: All solvable 3R manipulators are a subset of 
non-generic 3R manipulators. 

This observation is only an empirical one, and the 
fundamental connection underlying non-genericity and 
solvability still must be established. 

Can a manipulator change pose without going through 
a singularity? It was once thought [9) that all ma· 
nipulators must pass through a singular configuration 
when changing pose. In (4] a 3R manipulator which 
could change pose without passing through a singu
lar configuration was given. Figure 4 shows the CPS 
of this manipulator (a1 = 10°, a2 = 75°, ai = 3.5, 
a2 = 2.0, a3 = 1.75, d2 = 1.0, d3 = 0.5). The four in
verse kinematic solutions which place the end-effector 
at (3.5, 0.0, 0.85) are superimposed. There are two in
verse kinematic solutions in each connected singular
ity free region ( c-sheet ( 6]), thus these poses can be 
connected with a trajectory which does not intersect 
a CPS. It has been numerically verified that the tra
jectories in Figure 4 are non-singular pose changing 
motions. 

While the relationship between pose-flipping and sin
gularity is still a subject of research, the author would 
like to make the following conjectures: 

Conjecture: Non-generic manipulators with two 
extra-branch singularities must I?ass through a sin
gular configuration while changmg pose. 

Conjecture: Not all generic manipulators can change 
pose without passing through a singularity. 

Conjecture: Generic manipulators which can change 
pose with out becoming singular can not do so in 
all parts of their workspace. 

The reasoning behind these conjectures, and their re
lation to the work of Smith can be found in (6]. 
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